
Chic with an Orthosis
Information Brochure with Styling Tips

medi. I feel better.
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Great Styling Tips for Wearers  
of Medical Aids
Look good. Feel better. Improve your quality of life.

Wear fashionable clothes with an orthosis? Of course! We’ll show you how it works. Have the 
courage to integrate the newest fashion trends into your look. We show you outfits for five 
different occasions. It’s easy to copy the style of all these looks – with items of clothing that you 
already have in your wardrobe at home or with new basics that you can wear for many different 
occasions. For every example you will also receive extra styling tips. 

Let these five examples inspire your outfit:
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4
Business Casual

12
Evening wear

14
Little Tricks – Big Effect!

We’ve also come up with seven tricks 
on how to make the most of your 
figure. From now on, any possible 
problem zones are a thing of the past. 
Remember: always stay true to your-
self. Because only then will you feel 
comfortable with yourself and radiate 
self-confidence. We help you to do 
this while wearing an orthosis too.

6
Business

8
Casual

10
Sport
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Tricks at a glance:
• Natural and flowing materials
• Practical layered look
• Elastic trouser waist
• Appliqués on the trouser pockets

 Business Casual
Casual clothing for the office

How to get the look
The wide-cut flowing silk blouse makes your orthosis invisible. The cut and the material playful-
ly hide the aid. Wear a long cosy woollen coat with it: totally trendy at the moment, and it gives 
your outfit a cool touch. Combined with a grey, elegant version of jogging trousers, the day can 
start full of energy. The trendy style mix of chinos/jogging trousers is also ideal for the office. 
The classic jogging cut with a broad elastic waistband including drawstring and the casual side 
pockets sway along with your every movement. It’s easy to hide the aid under the adjustable 
waistband. 

Alternative
If you prefer things a little more traditional, then wear a classic business coat or a trench coat 
instead of a woollen coat. As an alternative to fashionable jogging trousers you can also wear 
classic fabric trousers with a regular waistband. Fashionable appliqués on the trouser pockets 
draw attention away from the orthosis.
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 Business
The chic alternative for your office working day

How to get the look
You should fundamentally go for monochrome outfits for the business look. The classics include 
straight-cut dresses. These are fashionable at the moment and also hide your aid. To draw at-
tention away from the orthosis, we recommend a striking detail on the upper part of the dress. 
This could be a cut-out, contrasting edging of floral lace or another appliqué. It’s best to wear 
dark tights, ideally black, brown or dark green as well as flat shoes. Tip: For the business look, 
the skirt should generally be not too short and always end a hand width over the knee. 

Alternative
For the modern business woman, a longer, wide-cut blouse in combination with a tapered 
blazer is also suitable. This style matches the layered look which is still in trend. Also with this 
variation, you should draw the focus to the upper body area with an accessory such as a scarf 
or a brooch. Another option is to go for a necktie blouse. These blouses are true classics in the 
wardrobe of every fashion fan and add a special touch.

Tricks at a glance:
• Monochrome outfits
• Straight cuts
• Striking details in the upper body
• Dark tights
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Casual
Laid-back fashion  
for everyday life

How to get the look
Skirts and pullovers are always a good choice, 
even with an orthosis. It’s important that the 
skirt doesn’t sit on the hips but is waist-cut. 
This means that the waistband is located in 
the centre of the orthosis and wearing the 
aid is much more comfortable than with a 
hip-cut skirt. To conceal the orthosis in the 
most effective way, choose a lightly oversize 
pullover. It’s a good look for orthosis wearers 
because oversize clothes will also be fashion-
able next year. What’s more, the XXL pullover 
looks particularly feminine worn with a maxi 
skirt. Sneakers or brogues go wonderfully 
with the casual look. They make your outfit 
a touch more relaxed. Tip: When styling with 
oversize items you need to make sure that 
the oversized piece of clothing is limited to 
one region of the body and that your other 
clothes are slim and figure-hugging. 

Alternative
Trendy pleated skirts contrast even more 
strongly with a XXL knitted pullover. Anything 
goes this season, from fine pleats to wide fan 
folds. For a shopping trip or coffee invitation, 
a pleated skirt works wonderfully with an 
oversize pullover. With this option, too, it’s 
important that the skirts sits on the waist. 
This lengthens your silhouette and also con-
ceals your aid. As pleated skirts often have an 
elasticised waistband they are comfortable 
to wear with an orthosis.

Tricks at a glance:
• Waist-cut skirts
• Skirts with elasticised waistband
• Oversize pullover
• Flat shoes
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Tricks at a glance:
• Layered look
• Wear your orthosis over the sport top
• Basics in black
• Add highlights with pink and lilac tones

Sport
Look good while being active

How to get the look
Underneath and on-top are the watchwords in sport, because the layered look is also the first 
choice for concealing your aid. Remember two things: Firstly, the items of clothing should be of 
different colours. Secondly, it’s important to combine different lengths. This look, after all, lives 
from contrasts. A narrow sport top in a dark colour is perfect to wear under the orthosis. We 
recommend wearing your aid over the top. Simply wear another top on-top of the first one, and 
it can easily be in a larger size. It’s the perfect way to conceal your orthosis. Leggings are also a 
classic accessory. They also make it easier for you to put on the aid. 

Alternative
If it gets colder outside you can also wear a black jacket over the rest of your clothes. Black al-
ways serves as a base tone in a sport outfit and can be combined with all other colours. Besides, 
black is the most slimming colour of all. This year, fashion-conscious women are also turning to 
pink and lilac tones that they can combine with the black basics. 
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 Evening wear
Festive clothing for special occasions

How to get the look
With an elegant dress, you are guaranteed to make a great 
entrance even when wearing an aid. Your robe should have a 
high waist that ends above the orthosis. Chiffon as a material 
creates an elegant effect. Rhinestones or other glitter appli-
qués around the décolleté that attract attention and create 
a lovely neckline are another advantage. A V-neckline with 
appliqués is ideal. Don’t wear a statement necklace, howev-

er. Even if the oversize jewellery draws the eye upwards, it is 
already “out” again. Choose a flamboyant clutch bag – either 
in the colour of the dress or with striking appliqués. 

Alternative
If you don’t want something so figure-hugging, you can 
choose a straight-cut dress. Here too you should find striking 
details to draw attention to the upper half of your body, away 
from the orthosis. Cut-outs or other decorative elements in 
the upper-body region are perfect for this.
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Tricks at a glance:
• High waist
• V-neckline
• Appliqués around the décolleté
•  Flamboyant clutch bag
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 Little Tricks – Big Effect!
With these helpful tips you will always make a great entrance. Even with an Orthosis.

1. Colours
Choose a dark colour as a base tone for your outfit. It’s 
best to use a colour that you already have a lot of in your 
wardrobe. According to your type, this could be black, dark 
blue or brown. Add colour accents that go well with the 
base tone to give extra highlights. Create an outfit out of a 
maximum of three colours.

2. Cuts
Be wary of figure-hugging tops and choose items of colour 
that swirl around your belly and waist instead. Focus on 
the upper body. To highlight this, V-neckline tops, cut-outs 
and striking appliqués are great. 

3. Materials
In contrast to elasticised fabrics, tops made from soft 
flowing fabrics will flatter your figure better. They swirl 
softly around the middle of the body, concealing the ortho-
sis. Furthermore, you should wear dresses and tops made 
from matt materials. Glossy materials tend to wear out.

4. Length
The length of a top is the decisive factor in whether it 
either hides or emphasises the aid. Longer tops are funda-
mentally more flattering than a shorter pullover or tops. 
This is because the gaze is drawn to the place where the 
item of clothing ends. Tops that reach down to the hips 
are more advantageous. They are ideal for concealing the 
orthosis.

5. High waistband
Unlike hip-cut trousers, trousers and skirts with a high 
waistband are good for hiding the orthosis. High-waist 
trousers and high-cut skirts are also more comfortable for 
many women.

6. Layered look
Avoid a light, short top and dark trousers so that the focus 
is not drawn to the place where the colour changes, name-
ly, your belly. You will conceal the aid more successfully if 
you choose soft colour layers instead of hard contrasts and 
work with longer tops.

7. Accessories
The secret weapon of deflection: Accessories such as 
scarves, shawls and striking brooches make a beautiful 
way to conceal the orthosis because they draw the gaze 
towards your décolleté and away from your aid. 
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Conclusion

Even with a medical aid, your outfit can be a fashionable eye-catcher. 
There are many styling tricks to make your orthosis almost invisible. The 
best way to conceal your aid is with clever styling. 

Our tips will help you to find the right looks and also to give your style that 
special touch. You can basically focus on current fashion trends such as the 
layered look or oversize look. Asking yourself the question, “What shall I 
wear today?” will soon belong to the past. Even shopping will be fun once 
more. 

And please remember: the outfits suggested are merely examples for 
smart styling. The newest fashion trends are not the most important thing. 
The decisive thing is that you feel good in your body – even with medical 
aids. This gives you self-assurance and quality of life. 



medi GmbH & Co. KG
Medicusstraße 1
95448 Bayreuth
Germany
www.medi.de

Can we do anything more for you?

Our service team is there for you:

Hotline +49 921 912-750

Monday to Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

verbraucherservice@medi.de


